
» Temperature detection with high 
accuracy

» Touchless tecnique 
» Face recognission 
» Fast and  effective 
» Temperature range 30-45º C

Suitable for all industries and guarantees 
a fever free environment for your co 
workers, customers
and visitors. This creates the safety 
needed in todays society.

Feverscanner and 
Passage control

www.kemikonsult.org

Technical specification

» Accuracy +/- 0,3 degrees
» Meassuring range 10-105 cm
» Responce time < 300ms
» Real time alert at high temperature
» Double WDR-camera for detection

of humans and differnt face shapes. 

Advantages
With the fever scanner you can easily and 
quickly meassuse the temperature on 
people. This unit is suitable for all events 
and places where people get together and  
gives an answer in seconds if the person 
has a fever or not.

The easy way

This unit can also function as a  passage controll 
for ex buisnesses, schools, elderly care, gyms or in 
public transportation. It can be connected to a  
register for staff, members or clients.
Face recognisson will then only approve passage 
for fever free persons with clearance.

Face recognission

The alarm can be set in many different ways, 
fo example with a sound signal or that a 
picture on the person comes up on an exter-
nal monitor.
The surveilance could be administered
by for example a doorman at the restaurant, 
security for corporate spaces or ranger at the 
subway.

Alarm/Monitoring

CE, FC and ROHS approved, approval number EED32M000861 accordingly to EMC Direktive 2014/30/EU

» Supports 22000 registered users 
and 100000 storage records

» Can be supervised in real time thru 
PC/Notebook

» Good picture quality and qualitative 
components for a long life time.

� You can be guaranteed 
that only people without 
fever will be allowed in 
the premises.

� Your customers/visitors
will feel a sence of safety 
to visit your place

� You will be avoding    
unnessesary sick leave 

at your office.
� You will have an  eco
nomically defensible 
tecnique that instantly will 
be paid off.
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